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Meme coin stalwart $PEPE has seen a relatively sharp decline in recent days, bleeding down close to
20% on the weekly chart. Under such a negative circumstance, many traders have turned their
attention towards a new meme coin called Pepe Unchained ($PEPU).

Notably, the new Pepe-themed meme coin Pepe Unchained ($PEPU) just launched this week on its
own Ethereum Layer 2 blockchain, taking in over $150,000 in investments within minutes. Then,
what is Pepe Unchained ($PEPU) meme coin? Is it a good investment in 2024? Next, let’s take a
close look at this meme coin project.
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BTCC offers 300+ virtual currency contract trading pairs with leverage ranging
from 1Χ to 225Χ. If you want to start trading cryptocurrencies, you can start by signing up
for BTCC.

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Click Here To Sign Up On BTCC Now
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What is Pepe Unchained ($PEPU)?

Pepe Unchained ($PEPU) is an enhanced version of Original Pepe,utilizing Layer 2 technology to
double staking rewards for all stakers, especially benefting presale buyers. As per the website,
“Pepe Unchained is the future of meme coins- a Layer 2 blockchain built for speed, security, low
fees–and of course–Memes.”

Simply put, Pepe Unchained is improving upon the traditional Ethereum Layer 1 by improving
speed, lowering fees, and creating $PEPU, a native token that powers the ecosystem.
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Pepe Unchained ($PEPU) Key Features

The key feature of Pepe Unchained ($PEPU) lays on its layer 2 blockchain. Layer 2 refers to a
secondary framework or protocol built on top (an existing blockchain (Layer 1), such as Ethereum.
This secondary layer improves the scalability, speed, and efficiency of the primary blockchain,
making it possible to handle a higher volume of transactions at a lower cost.

Benefits of Layer 2 for PEPE Unchained

Double the staking Rewards: By offloading transactions to PEPEUNCHAINED Layer 2,1.
PEPE Unchained can offer significantly higher$PEPU staking rewards. The reduced
operational costs and increased efficiency mean more rewards for you, Ser.
Faster Speed: Transactions on Layer 2 are processed muchquicker than on Layer 1. This2.
means you can stake, trade, and interact with PEPE Unchained at lightning speed.
Lower Fees: With fewer transactions clogging up the mainEthereum network, gas fees are3.
substantially lower on Layer 2. This means more of your investment goes towards
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earning gains rather than paying for transaction costs.

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Click Here To Sign Up On BTCC Now

Pepe Unchained Tokenomics

With a total supply of 8,000,000,000 tokens, the tokenomics of Pepe Unchained is designed for
growth, sustainability, and community rewards. The detail distribution of tokens sets as in below
chart:
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Pepe Unchained Roadmap

The roadmap of Pepe Unchained includes 3 steps, showing how the ambitious goals of the project
will be realised.

Step 1 – Make Pepe Great
Again Step 2 – Coin Eruption Step 3 – Kill Original Pepe

The time has come for Pepe to
take a giant leap into his ultra-
based future. By inseminating
the world with L2 technology,
Pepe Unchained becomes an
absolute Giga Brain. He’s now
ready to release his rewards.

With L2 technology, and a
burning desire in his loins,
Pepe Unchained erupts during
presale, offering DOUBLE the
staking rewards. This is an
explosion of Pepe juice all over
the blockchain.

Original Pepe was cool, but he
lacks theGiga Brain and layer
2 tech. The future belongs to
Pepe Unchained. Will they
be friends or frenemies? only
time will tell.
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Pepe Unchained Presale

Currently, Pepe Unchained is under a presale stage. Notably, this new Pepe-themed meme coin
raised over $150,000 in investments within minutes. At the time of writing, Pepe Unchained has
raised over $48,000 as meme coin fans bundle in to take advantage of virtually unheard-of staking
rewards of over 20,000% APY, alongside lower fees and 100x faster speeds for anyone transacting
with $PEPU than its leading ERC-20 meme coin competitors.



The presale offers $PEPU tokens at potentially the lowest prices. There are just less than 2 days left
to purchase $PEPU at the lowest possible price of a fraction of a cent ($0.008032) before the presale
moves on to the next round. Once the token debuts on crypto exchanges, the meme coin is predicted
to take off.
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Pepe Unchained ($PEPU) Staking

Due to its choice to build a home on a layer-2 blockchain, Pepe Unchained will be able to offer
higher staking rewards. The low operational costs and increased efficiency allow investors to earn
more passive income from their $PEPU holdings.

Generous staking rewards is regarded as one of the standout features of the Pepe Unchained
presale. Staking $PEPU during the presale can earn dynamic yields of over 16,000%. As more tokens
are staked, the APY will drop. Therefore, it is prudent to stake as early as possible to take advantage
of the high yields while they last.
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Is Pepe Unchained ($PEPU) a Good Investment in 2024?

Thanks to its Pepe label and quirky theme, Pepe Unchained is well-positioned for a meme coin
pump. With its key distinguishing feature native Layer 2 chain and its unique staking reward
mechanism, Pepe Unchained ($PEPU) is set to transform the meme coin landscape by improving
speed, lowering fees, and creating $PEPU, a native token that powers the ecosystem.

With clever branding, $PEPU unlocks the viral $PEPE craze for new meme coin investors. However,
it remains to be seen whether Pepe Unchained can outperform Pepe this year. Besides, whether
Pepe Unchained ($PEPU) is a good investment is highly depends on traders’ investment preference
and risk tolerance, all investors are advised to do profound research and stay well-informed before
making any investment decision regarding Pepe Unchained ($PEPU)meme coin.
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How to Buy $PEPU?

Pepe Unchained can currently only be purchased and staked directly on its Official Website. If you
want to buy $PEPU during the presale stage, just follow the step-by-step guidance sets as below:

Step 1: Create a Wallet

If you already have a compatible wallet, skip to step 2. if not, we recommend MetaMask. it’s
available as a browser extension for PCand an app for mobile. Simply visit the MetaMask download
page.

Step 2: Load Your Wallet

Load your favorite cryptocurrency onto your wallet. The platform supports purchases in ETH, USDT,
and BNB. You can also pay for the tokens using a fiat card.

Step 3: Buy and stake $PEPU

For maximum gains, connect your wallet to the official website, choose a payment method, and
decide how much $PEPU you want to buy. Then, either buy or stake for those MOAR GAINZZZZ.

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Click Here To Sign Up On BTCC Now
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